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. . . Os Montoya and Music
The beams of a hogan reverberated last Friday night to the fire of a

flamenco guitar. There was something unique about each, however. The
hogan was the Civic Center, a modern architectural concept of the tradi-
tional Navajo dwelling place, and the guitar was in the hands of one Carlos
Montoya, possibly the greatest living flamenco guitarist. His billing fre-
quently lists the word "incredible”, and it is difficult indeed to believe
that one man with just two hands and a guitar could possibly produce such
a variety of rhythms, sounds and spells. The classical flamenco evoked
the visions of gypsy fires and flashing legs; there were the flamencas
which brought forth the sounds of tambourines and the compelling click
and stamp of a dancer’s heels. LaMacarena set the imaginative listener
into the center of the bullring with all its splendid pagentry underscored
by the music, and again, the caress of Montoya’s fingers on his instru-
ment insinuated the hint of Cuban syncopation or the unbelievably haunt-
ing sweetness of a phrase in the minor key.

Carlos Montoya and his artistry is a subject which seems to demand
all superlatives. The manhimself is small, his hands are small and slim,
but almost from the moment he touched the strings of the guitar, he held
a warm and enthusiastic audience enraptured. Possibly one of the best
received of his selections was theSaeta, which he himself composed and
arranged. It depicts the processions of Holy Week in Sevilla, when during
the course of the march, a flamenco singer will sing an unaccompanied
"arrow of song” to the statues of the Christ and Virgin. The sounds
which he coaxed from that guitar were fantastic. The sound of the drums
was so realistic that even when you watched, it was hard to believe that
anything but drums made the sounds. It was even harder to believe that
a guitar produced all the sounds when the wail of a bagpipe emerged through
a flamenco that had a suspicious flavor of a highland fling.

The Navajo Civic Center offers to its people attractions such as this
man—truly one of the great artists of our day—cultural and entertain-
ment advantages rarely found outside of the metropolitan areas. Out-
standing choral and instrumental groups, dance teams such as Jose Gre-
co, singers such as Marian Anderson—the closest that one could pos-
sibly hope to avail himself of such entertainment would be more than 160
miles away. Young Navajos, as well as their off-reservation, non-Navajo
friends, are being given an opportunity to broaden their scope, their
cultural backgrounds, and meet facets of life which willcontribute to
poise and development in later years.

Carlos Montoya found welcome and appreciation in his audience, and
gave of himself as openly in turn.. . . which is one of the marks of true
greatness. The music of the Spanish gypsies, and the man who made that
music, proved that music is indeed the universal language whether the
greeting is "Salud!" or Yaah-ta-hey!"

Ruins in Canyon Serve
As Almanac for Indians

By VADA CARLSON

WINSLOW—The Standing Cow
ruins in- Canyon del Muerto, a
branch of Canyon de Chelly in the
Four Corners country, might be
said to serve as a natural almanac
for the Navajo Indians who dwell
in the canyon about half of each
year.

By the sun on the wall at that
point, the Indians are said to deter-
mine planting and harvest times.

These ruins are not, as are
many others, taboo. Below the
huge, square-rumped cow, there is
an overhanging sandstone ledge
where the Indians dry their sum-
mer crops of peaches and corn and
store their baled alfalfa hay until
time to remove it to their winter
homes on the mesa above.

Near the cow, which some Nav-
ajo artist of long ago painted on the
red sandstone, there are other
painted figures. Spanish soldiers
on white horses are accompanied
fay a padre in a brown robe. Other
smaller figures of horses and rid-
ers seem to indicate distance and
perhaps tell a story of ancient in-
vaders.

It is only a short distance from
the Standing Cowruins to the famed
and much-photographed Antelope

House, with its remnants of archi-
tectural beauty, its fragments of
wattled roofing and its stately pro-
cession of antelopes. Generous in
size, the animals have been paint-
ed in strong earth colors across a
cliff to the left of the standing walls.

There are many petroglyphs.
These are supposed to date back
to the Basketmakers. The antelope
pictographs and the painting of the
Standing Cow are of later vintage
and of Navajo design.

The Navajo who painted the an-
telopes may have worked from live
models.

The entire length of Canyon del
Muerto is marked by ruins of great
age, with Mummy Cave ruins of
startling beauty and setting, es-
pecially with a low sun pointing out
die tower.

The road, wuch as it is, is best
negotiated by Jeep, though the Nav-
ajos travel itwith pickups and wag-
ons.

The Spanish brought peaches to

the Indian country, and old trees
grow and bloom and produce their
delicious fruit in little nooks where
there is protection and water.

The Navajo children, freed from
the schoolroom, climb the canyon
walls as their ancestors climbed
them.

SMOKE PUFFS
By Marshall Tome
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"I THOUGHT we took the wrong turn back there!"

All flags flying over the New Mexico Capitol flew at half-mast
until Thursday, November 22, in honor of U. S. Sen. Dennis Chavez.
Sorrow and shock were the reactions of New Mexico citizens upon hearing
of the death of the Senator in Washington D. C.

From the state’s government leaders to the Indians, who Chavez
worked so hard and fought for so well, all expressed regret. Paul Jones,
Chairman of the Navajo Tribal Council, said, "The death of Sen.
Chavez deprives New Mexico and the nation of one who has served them
both long and devotedly. He has been a Congressional Champion of the
interests o's all the Western States.”

It was the Senator who said, "J. Maurice McCabe, Executive Secretary
for the Navajo Tribe would make a good Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
and the job should go to an Indian.’’... So you need not be surprised
to hear some names like Dennis Begay, Dennis Chavez Yazzie, and
Etc. in the near future...

*****

LEROY MARTIN, "Concludes that the weaker sex is the stronger
sex because of the weakness of the stronger sex for the weaker sex."
. . . DEZBAH E. BENALLY, Water Flow, New Mexico, "History is
showing its age—it keeps repeating itself." .. . HELEN BEGAY,
Brimhall, New Mexico, "Reports seeing this sign on a used car lot:
‘Become a wealthy pedestrian. Sell us your car.’ "

*****

Informants said Kennedy would contribute his SIOO,OOO pay as
President to charities this year, as he did with his presidential pay
in 1961. The President’s salary was prorated for his time in office
last year and didn’t quite come up to SIOO,OOO.

In giving his slary to charity, Kennedy is following a precedent
set by President Herbert Hoover three decades ago. Both have personal
fortunes.

*****

Something blockaders, A total of 49 Communist and non-Communist
ships passed through the U. S. naval cordon around Cuba since the
arms blockade was clamped on three weeks ago, the Defense Department
said on November 15. Only one was boarded. The remainder were allowed
through after observation.

The Pentagon provided a list showing that 14 vessels of 10
nationalities were allowed through in the first five days of the blockade,
between Oct 24 and Oct. 29. . . . After taking out a year subscription
for JANE SABIN, Cambridge, Mass., TOM E. KIRK, 400 W. Coal,
Gallup, New Mexico, writes, "The reason the U.S. let that first tanker
thru the Cuban blockade, ‘lt was loaded with CASTRO-OIL’ "...
Ute Mountain Ute tribal members who live in the Blanding area
reelected ARTHUR DUTCHIE of White Mesa as their representative on
the tribal council Friday afternoon Oct. 26. Dutchie, who has served
on the council for the last year, had no opposition for re-electioa

The election was conducted by 808 WHITE, assistant to the Super-
intendent of the Consolidated Ute Agency at Igacio, Colorado, and
JOE OTERO of the Agency's field office at Twoaoc, Colorado.

Research in Basic Causes
Os Economic Dislocation
Discussed at Conference

Ways tb accomplish the long-
range objectives of the Area
Redevelopment Act program have
come in for two days of concen-
trated attention by 20 of the top
economic and social research
leaders in the United States.

The October 25-26 conference
on ARA’s research requirements,
at the Department of Commerce in
Washington, was held in accordance
with Section 27 of the Area Rede-
velopment Act which calls for basic
study and research to help deter-
mine the causes of “unemployment,
underdevelopment, and chronic de-
pression" in the United States.

Addressing the opening session
of the conference, ARA Adminis-
trator Batt outlined the “Kitof
Tools" already available through
ARA for combating unemployment

—the OEDP, industrial loans, pub-
lic facility loans and grant, tech-
nical assistance, and job training.
He urged the conferees to concen-
trate their attention on the ways in
which additional research could be
used to help attain basic objectives.

Victor Roterus, ARA’s Assis-
tant Administrator for Planning
and Research, who developed the
conference program and conducted
its sessions, emphasized the im-
portance of the conference. He
said, “The research program
authorized by Congress gives ARA
an enormously useful set of tools
in determining the basic causes of
economic dislocation."

Out of this conference came a
series of suggested topics for the
general guidance of ARA in basic
research associated with the ARA
program.

New Miaerals
Office Set Up
By Interior

Secretary of the Interior Stew-
art L. Udall announced today the
establishment to a new office to
provide more effective Depart-
mental attention to the problems of
the solid fuels, metals, and min-
erals industries. The new agency
—the Office of Minerals and Solid
Fuels—will succeed the Office of
Minerals Mobilization, which was
abolished in the same action.

The Office of Minerals and Solid
Fuels will carry out its responsi-
bilities under the broad policy
guidance of the Secretary of the In-
terior and will operate under the
immediate supervision of John M.
Kelly, Assistant Secretary of the
Interior for Mineral Resources.
William E. S. Flory, the Director
of the former Office of Minerals
Mobilization, will be Director of
the former Office of Minerals Mo-
bilization, will be Director of the
new office.

The newly created Office of
Minerals and Solid Fuels will un-
dertake special studies and eval-
uations to provide assistance to the
Secretary in establishing Depart-
mental policies relating to the solid J
fuels industries. Secretary Udall
said the Department has become
increasingly concerned with the
problems of the coal industry and
has determined that its staff cap T
ability to conduct studies of the
problems confronting the industry
must be augmented as funds be-
come available.

For metals and minerals, the
new office has been assigned res- ,
ponsibility for special studies, and
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MISS AMERICA Youth and beauty are
captured in this 17 jewel watch with
beautifully matched expansion bracelet.

YOUR CHOICE ONIV $35 75

SENATOR The executive look top level k
in performance but not in price. 17
jewels, shock-resistant.

Santa Claus Will Be Here Every

Day From l-to-3 and ALLDAY
SATURDAY.
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